Argumentative Essay Paper College

The issue of [name of issue of focus] is [important/relevant] because [state reasons]. This issue is [controversial/debatable] because while some believe that [describe one perspective on issue], others believe that [describe another perspective on issue].

My opinion on the issue is that [state opinion clearly.] I strongly believe this because [summarize your most powerful argument.]

Option 1: It is important to realize that [state a fact in support of your thesis.]
Option 2: Experts who have studied this issue have found that [summarize evidence in support of your thesis.]

Option 1: Furthermore, many experts have weighed in on the subject including [name expert] who said that “[insert quotation that supports your thesis.]”
Option 2: In addition, a prominent example of [my thesis] can be found in [describe an event or experience that supports your thesis.]

Option 1: A further example that [paraphrase my thesis] is true can be found in [describe a second event or experience that supports your thesis.]
Option 2: Another expert supports [my thesis] in his publication [name book or article.] There, [name of expert] writes that “[insert quotation that supports your thesis.]”

Some people believe that [state opposite of thesis] because [state reason.] This is faulty reasoning because [paraphrase your rebuttal.]

Another common reason people believe that [state opposite of thesis] is because [state reason.] In this case, they are wrong because they are not considering that [statement in favor of your thesis].

The issue of [name of issue of focus] is [important/relevant] because [state reasons]. This issue is [controversial/debatable] because while some believe that [describe one perspective on issue], others believe that [describe another perspective on issue].